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Channel-Optimized Ve tor Quantization (COVQ, [1℄) a hieves
strong quality-improvements over \normal" Ve tor Quantization (VQ) if the transmission hannel is noisy. The problem
addressed in this paper is how to limit the memory and omplexity requirements on time-varying hannels to the extent known
from \normal" VQ, while keeping good performan e lose to
that of optimally mat hed COVQ for all hannel onditions.
The distan e measure whi h is used in COVQ di ers from the
one in \normal" VQ be ause transitions from the transmitted
indi es i to some (possibly other) indi es j at the re eiver o ur with probabilities Pj ji that depend on the hannel. These
probabilities are used in the COVQ-en oder to minimize the
expe ted distortion at the re eiver due to the quantization deision, i.e., the COVQ distan e measure is given by
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where x is the data-ve tor to be quantized, yi is the odeve tor
with the number i = 0; 1; :::; NC 1, NC is the number of odeve tors, and dvq (x; yj ) is the distan e measure (e.g., the mean
squared error) used in \normal" VQ.
If the hannel is time-varying the hannel-optimized odebook
might not be mat hed to the urrent hannel statisti s. One
possible way to improve the performan e in su h a situation is
to swit h between di erent odebooks depending on the urrent
hannel state [2℄. However, this strategy requires the storage of
several odebooks at both the en oder and the de oder.
In Figure 1, odebooks with NC = 32 two-dimensional odeve tors are depi ted whi h were designed for a strongly auto orrelated Gauss-Markov-sour e. The plots show the odeve tors
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fa tor (pe ) 6= 1 if the hannel does not mat h the training assumption for the referen e odebook, i.e., the CASVQodeve tors are given by

yi (pe ) = (pe )  yi(r) :
0

(2)

As an example, CASVQ- odeve tors (marked by \") are inluded in Figure 1, whi h have been derived from the referen e
odebook in the left plot (COVQ- odebook designed for pe = 0)
by the s aling fa tors stated in the legends.
The optimal fun tion = f (pe ) is individual for the odebook
and an be determined by simulations. Although the memory requirements are strongly redu ed by CASVQ ompared
to COVQ (whi h uses a di erent odebook for ea h hannel
state), the problem of the higher omplexity for the omputation of the COVQ distan e measure remains: Sin e both the
COVQ- and the CASVQ- odeve tors are adapted to the timevarying hannel, the eÆ ient al ulation of the COVQ distan e
measure by use of pre omputed intermediate results [1℄ requires
additional omplexity, be ause a re- omputation is needed after ea h hannel-adaptation. In order to save this omplexity one an use the \normal" VQ distan e measure in CASVQ
(\CASVQ, vq-dist."). In this ase, all we have to do additionally ompared to \normal" VQ is to s ale the input data ve tor
x by 1 . Also, a small table is required to represent the fun tion
= f (pe ). The rest is ompletely the same as in \normal" VQ
in luding the memory requirements.
COVQ
CASVQ, covq−dist.
CASVQ, vq−dist.
VQ, vq−dist.
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Fig. 2. SNR-Performan e of COVQ, CASVQ, and VQ versus the bit error
probability pe . The COVQ- odebooks and the CASVQ- odebooks are
mat hed to the true value of pe on the hannel.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of COVQ- odebooks (\") and CASVQ- odebooks
(\"). The odebooks in the left plot are both identi al to a \normal"
VQ- odebook.

(marked by \") that result from the training pro edure for
COVQ- odebooks [1℄ for two assumptions of the bit error probability pe on a binary symmetri hannel. Regarding only the
rough \shape", a COVQ- odebook for pe = p1 > 0 an be viewed
as a shrinked version of a COVQ- odebook with pe  p1 .
This observation leads to the basi idea of Channel-Adaptive
(r )
S aled Ve tor Quantization (CASVQ) : Codeve tors yi from a
referen e COVQ- odebook are s aled by a hannel-dependent

Figure 2 shows the numeri al results. As to be expe ted,
COVQ works best but there is only a moderate di eren e between \COVQ"and \CASVQ, vq-dist.". Therefore, CASVQ allows a very simple, memory-eÆ ient, and low- omplexity adaptation of a VQ oding-s heme to time-varying hannels with a
performan e lose to that of optimally mat hed COVQ.
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